SOFTWARE SELECTION FOR
PROCESS MANUFACTURING
KEY QUESTIONS:
1
Does your IT infrastructure give you the
flexibility to handle the risks, rewards,
challenges and opportunities of today’s
changing manufacturing environment?
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Can you manage the tighter integration of
ERP, CRM and supply chain software that
contemporary process manufacturing
requires?
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Does your software support industry-specific
requirements such as formulations,
recipes, sequenced production, batch
traceability and shelf life?
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Warren Buffett once noted, “If past history was all there was to the game, the
richest people would be librarians.” Buffett is one of the world’s most successful
investors, and it’s interesting to note that about half of his Berkshire Hathaway’s
top 10 brands are in the process manufacturing1 sector.
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It’s a safe bet that this group understands the point being made by the Oracle of
Omaha: today’s business environment is constantly moving forward and is being
shaped by accelerating change that presents risks, rewards, challenges, and
opportunities. Process manufacturers competing on this moving playing field
must have an infrastructure that supports the flexibility to address change
successfully. If they don’t, the game will be over soon.
The nature of technological innovation and prevalence of economic uncertainty have transformed the environment for process manufacturers from one
that was rather slow-moving, geographically constrained, and monolithic to
today’s fast-paced, time-sensitive, customer-demanding, increasingly nuanced
global commercial ecosystem. In this new manufacturing world, supply chains
are being further and further extended. While companies are entering new
markets, other companies are coming from anywhere in the world to compete
in traditional markets those companies once had to themselves and a few
others. Competition is on the rise. Price and margin pressures combine with
increased supply chain complexity to create an environment that demands an
increasingly delicate balance, where maintaining or improving efficiency is
essential as the business landscape grows in size and complexity.
Keeping risk at bay, and identifying and seizing opportunity are traits of
companies that thrive in this difficult environment and steer a steady course
in seas where uncertainty often lies ahead. In our digital, data-driven world,
software—particularly enterprise resource planning (ERP) software—is one of
the principal tools they leverage to keep the enterprise ship sailing boldly forward.
ERP systems are one of the core business applications used by almost all
companies that operate above a minimum complexity. Because these systems
are central to today’s enterprise operations, their selection must confirm that
the features and functionality they provide take into account the rapidly
changing nature of global manufacturing and address the challenges that
poses. As Gartner2 notes, companies “need ERP systems that support flexibility
rather than inhibit it.”3 They need software that enables business agility.
This paper explores some of the common business challenges faced by
today’s process manufacturing organizations, and how the right software
addresses these challenges, and posits a number of key selection factors
that will optimize ROI on software investment for those in the sector.
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COMMON BUSINESS CHALLENGES
While each process manufacturer has its specific needs and requirements,
the nature of today’s competition presents a number of challenges that tend
to be common across manufacturing organizations. These are a few of the
most prominent:

ONGOING LEGISLATION: REGULATORY AND COMPLIANCE ISSUES
Regulatory oversight and compliance with legislated regulations are particularly
important in the process manufacturing sector. Regulations are on the
increase, and regulatory demands are always changing. According to the
National Association of Manufacturers4, the average manufacturing firm in
the United States pays nearly twice the compliance costs of the average U.S.
firm; small manufacturers pay nearly three times as much as the average.
Additionally, as global trade increases, international standards take on greater
importance. These can range from multiple ISO standards to directives that
have been introduced by the European Union (EU) that are moving towards
global recognition as de facto or de jure international standards.
In certain vertical sectors such as pharmaceutical manufacturing, validation
processes are critical to meet Federal Drug Administration (FDA) and
Medicines & Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) standards.
Keeping compliance with such regulations is an ongoing concern for process
manufacturers, not only from an adherence perspective, but also from a cost
of documentation perspective and for the need of specific technical capabilities
such as traceability.

According to the National
Association of Manufacturers,
the average manufacturing
firm in the United States pays
nearly twice the compliance
costs of the average U.S. firm;
small manufacturers pay
nearly three times as much as
the average

RISING PRICE AND MARGIN PRESSURES
Regardless of the specific process sector, margins for manufacturers are
being squeezed from multiple directions. In developed markets, top-line growth
has slowed or declined, while in emerging markets, margins5 are threatened
by rising labor costs, more expensive commodities, and cost of distribution.
As such, manufacturers need more granular information on what margins are
being made when they’re taking or closing orders. If margins change based
on a supplier’s increasing costs or poorer yields, the manufacturer needs to
be made aware of that proactively, as it happens, so that action can be
taken in response.
Further, these pressures combine with increased supply chain complexity
to raise the stakes for efficiency across the extended supply chain, requiring
that transaction costs be kept to a minimum. So from an IT perspective,
seamless integration across disparate parts of the manufacturing chain is
increasingly critical. Companies can no longer function well (i.e., at high efficiency)
with several different ERP systems; today, a modern ERP designed for global
business is imperative.

GROWTH
Growth itself is a challenge, be it organic or through mergers and acquisitions
(M&A). In the chemical, food and beverage, and pharmaceutical industries,
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From an IT perspective,
seamless integration across
disparate parts of the
manufacturing chain is
increasingly critical.
Companies can no longer
function well with several
different ERP systems; today,
a modern ERP designed for
global business is imperative.
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continuing consolidation can be expected, driven by globalization and economies of scale. Product development in these sectors requires a huge investment, so the larger the volumes of product created and distributed, the lower
the cost and higher the margin. This is a driver of consolidation, and also to
some extent of specialization.
From an IT perspective, M&A may result in multiple ERP systems, which
we have noted above is inefficient and increasingly an anachronism in the
modern global manufacturing environment. Consequently, they will be replaced
by single-instance ERP to drive down total cost of ownership, but, most importantly, the advantage of a single ERP is its ability to offer a single version of
the truth that is accessible to everyone concerned.

COST AND AVAILABILITY OF LABOR AND MATERIALS
Cost competitiveness of raw materials, competitive wage rates, and availability
of raw materials are key to competitiveness in the process sector. In the
chemical industry in particular, the pricing volatility of raw materials is key,
including oil price volatility tied to potential political turmoil and OPEC supply
side developments. When oil prices fall, the high end of the ethylene cost
curve falls, because it is largely based on oil/naphtha inputs. The situation is
the same in the food and beverage industry, where raw material prices change
based on current supply/demand, seasonality, and cost, thereby making margin
control and real-time monitoring key success factors.

GREATER CONSUMER DEMAND
Many manufacturers now must account for individual consumers as well as
traditional industrial customers. This trend6 is particularly growing in the environmental arena (perhaps to a greater degree in Europe than America), where
consumers are demanding verification that what they are purchasing has been
manufactured in a sustainable way. Increasingly, it’s important for manufacturers
to have eco-footprint information within their systems to report their carbon
footprint, how much recyclable packaging is used, etc. This information needs
to be reportable internally, to shareholders, and more and more to the public
at large.
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a visible manifestation of consumer
demand. Originally a hot-button issue in Europe, it is now clearly on the radar
of U.S. multinationals that have responded with CSR reports7 that document
their efforts to reduce waste and energy/water consumption used in production.
Manufacturers can be expected to pay growing attention to CSR as a means
of protecting their brand, both to attract and maintain loyalty consumers and
to be seen as an attractive employer in the labor market. When it comes to
food processing, consumers want to be confident that what has been produced
was made in an ethical, responsible way and is traceable to the source.

STANDARDIZATION/HARMONIZATION OF PROCESSES
Particularly as operations extend across disparate locations or geographical
borders, process manufacturers are looking for ways to standardize their
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business processes across multiple sites for consistency and cost reduction
factors. This need extends from design to production to service, and applies
to smaller manufacturers as well as global enterprises.

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATIONS
Disruptive innovations are those that help create new markets and value networks,
eventually disrupting an existing market and value network (over a few years
or decades), and displacing earlier technologies. When new technologies
emerge, the decline of industries is neither rapid nor immediate, but successful
manufacturers understand that growth demands innovation, and that innovation
in the sector cannot occur without embracing technologically-advanced manufacturing
capabilities8.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a development moving rapidly from the consumer
venue to manufacturing, where sensors are being embedded to provide
machine-to-machine communications for applications such as remote monitoring
and control, enabling manufacturers to get information and act upon it remotely.
For the often asset-intensive process manufacturing industry, where
equipment maintenance is critical, IP-enabled machine integration with the
ERP system gives process manufacturers the notification they need to repair,
replenish or maintain equipment.
Other examples of disruption innovation range from those becoming more
established (e.g., cloud computing) to nascent but potentially revolutionary
developments such as nanotechnology.

HOW THE RIGHT SOFTWARE
ADDRESSES BUSINESS CHALLENGES
The right business software supports manufacturing’s ability to meet emerging
challenges and respond to constant change by providing the foundation for
enterprise agility. The concept of manufacturing agility involves the development
of manufacturing capabilities to achieve sustained competitive advantage in
an unpredictable environment9. Agility is the product of three foundational
blocks—vision, knowledge, and flexibility—that effectively designed and
developed software facilitates across the business.
Vision is the ability to link business strategy and growth aspirations
to technology investment, and to make informed decisions that
prove effective over time. Clear vision enables a manufacturer to correctly
assess and balance the risks and opportunities of disruptive technologies.
The right business software helps focus and clarify vision.
Knowledge is the ability to identify, understand, and predict new
sources of threat or opportunity across quotidian business operations
and projects. Knowledge enables business insight, the most valuable
form of which comes from the ability to assemble a clear, comprehensive, and
accurate view of the past, present, and future status of assets, infrastructure,
and employees, across even the most complex global operations and projects.
The right business software gathers, assembles, and disseminates knowledge
in real time, where and when it is needed.
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Flexibility is the ability to take action rapidly when things happen,
expectedly or unexpectedly, founded on technology that makes rapid
and responsive change possible. The right software is a critical part
of this technology. Vision and knowledge are not fully empowered unless an
organization has the flexibility to rapidly change its shape or focus to seize
new opportunity or mitigate risk. Flexible business technology is necessary
for this, but so too is a business culture that embraces rather than hinders
change and rapid response.

QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN SELECTING ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
To see whether software under consideration is meeting the needs of today’s
evolving process manufacturing environment, the following questions are key:
• DOES THE SOFTWARE SUPPORT RAPID BUSINESS CHANGE?
An organization’s software should help it plan for change. Change is constant
and the most dominant characteristic of today’s business environment, so
the ability to plan for the unknown is what makes it possible for agile
companies to thrive. Long-term planning is not about being able to predict
every future, but being able to respond fast enough and smartly enough
to capitalize on change. Effective software facilitates the ability to
change—by integrating the business through geographies and departments, which is why process manufacturers need ERP that offers broad
geographical coverage and a broad functional footprint
• DOES THE SOFTWARE PROVIDE ESSENTIAL ACCESS TO DATA—THE RIGHT DATA

FOR THE RIGHT PEOPLE AT THE RIGHT TIME?
Data-driven decision-making is central to enterprise operations, but the
proliferation of data can be overwhelming for users. Well-designed software
delivers data to users in ways they can use it, wherever they are, whenever
they need it, without delay or variation. Having data in a single place,
accessible from any device, is key. A company doesn’t want to have to
hold up production because it’s waiting for signoff from a production
supervisor who is traveling on another continent. If he or she can review it
on a smartphone, the company can act now. With older software systems,
this wasn’t possible.
• DOES THE SOFTWARE ALLOW FOR FUTURE GROWTH?
The boundaries between manufacturing and distributing organizations
have been slowly disappearing; more manufacturing companies are distributing
and servicing their products, which has led to tighter integration of ERP,
CRM, and supply chain management (SCM) solutions. Many companies
that today are manufacturing only may be looking to add service as part
of their portfolios. These companies are served by software that meets
their current need but also has the capability to handle future development
in the system. In today’s global environment, does the software facilitate
or serve as an obstacle to international growth?

• Does the software 		
support rapid business
change
• Does the software 		
provide essential access
to data–the right data for
the right people at the
right time
• Does the software allow
for future growth
• Is the software appealing
to today's generation of
workers
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• IS THE SOFTWARE APPEALING TO TODAY’S GENERATION OF WORKERS?
An As the manufacturing workforce ages, a younger generation is coming
into the sector. The longstanding perception of manufacturing as a smokestack environment (i.e., dirty, greasy, unhealthy) is giving way to the reality
of increasingly clean, automated manufacturing, much more appealing to
those who grew up in the digital age. When younger people come into
manufacturing, they don’t want to work with a green screen application;
they want something that they are familiar with (i.e., graphic sophistication,
touchscreens, apps to download onto a phone). How will younger
workers—soon to be the majority in the workforce—respond to the software
presentation?
• IS THE SOFTWARE USABLE IN TODAY’S CHANGING WORK ENVIRONMENT?
Related to the question above, usability speaks to the way work is done
differently today, which is something influenced by the younger generation,
but certainly not limited to them. Increasingly, the workplace is where we
happen to be, which may not be within the “four walls” of the organization.
This has certain implications for software: it must be mobile to capture
business transactions as they happen; it needs to be role-based to save
time; and it must be intuitive to minimize training and limit implementation
costs.
• DOES THE SOFTWARE PROVIDE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS?
Single instance, on-premise enterprise systems are rapidly being relegated
to the past as hybrid models continue to grow toward the norm. While the
majority of those hybrids are a combination of core and point solutions
(on-premise) from multiple vendors, increasingly manufacturers will use
cloud-based point solutions as an essential part of the hybrid approach.
This is inevitable, particularly as manufacturing operations take on global
scope. Does your software provide real deployment flexibility
• DOES THE SOFTWARE SPEED EXECUTION OF TASKS?
While provision of real-time data is increasingly a given for enterprise software,
is this translating into faster execution of essential work? Consider financials.
It’s not uncommon to find manufacturers where it takes over a week to do
month’s end financials. Frankly, it should not take more than a day or two.
When companies aren’t able to close their books until the middle of the
next month, something isn’t right with the software system. Software
should enable companies to have information they can believe and trust,
in one system, so when they print out a trial balance they believe the
numbers generated. There shouldn’t be a need to wait for information
(e.g., for production to indicate how much WIP they have, or accounting to
report accruals). Real-time data is often overlooked in the selection process
these days, because companies are not used to it; but it’s still a shock
when a company tells you it takes a week to do a month’s end report.
Technology helps by easing integration up and down the supply chain. It
also helps mobile clients capture business transactions using bar-codes,
RFID, or NFC tags, for example.

• Is the software usable in
today's changing work
environment
• Does the software 		
provide deployment 		
options
• Does the software speed
execution of tasks
• How broad and deep is
the software solution
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• HOW BROAD AND DEEP IS THE SOFTWARE SOLUTION?
Can the software system phase out the use of multiple systems, eliminating
undue complexity and cost? Today many process manufacturers are
mixed-mode: some products are made to order, some made to stock.
Consider a paint manufacturer that has stock colors to produce but also
may make special or unusual colors as demand emerges. Or the food manufacturer producing batches of mix, and then processing them continuously
down a cooking and packing line into various SKUs (Stock Keeping Units).
Can your software handle both these approaches? A broad and deep solution will provide this capability. The importance of a broad product footprint can’t be overstated. It is an important element in a complete solution for process manufacturers. The footprint must include quality management, quality assurance, demand forecasting, production scheduling,
etc. If this is not part of the core ERP, it will need to be acquired, infusing
different technology and increased integration cost, which lead to higher
TCO.
• CUSTOMIZATION OR CONFIGURATION? IS THE SOFTWARE EASY TO MODIFY?
Because change will make it likely for a company to want to modify its
software over time, how easy and how costly will it be to make that
change? Best systems enable users to add their own fields, events, and
so on without having to go back to the software provider for customization.
Configuration is part of the functionality out of the box and easy to do, not
part of an upgrade or requiring additional costs.
• HOW SCALABLE IS THE SOLUTION?
Can the solution scale from tens to thousands of users on a single
instance? Will your software investment retain its value as the company
grows, or will you be required to purchase a different product to meet the
needs of expansion? The ERP solution must also support different types
of facilities with a single product, from large-scale production plants to
smaller sales or distribution units.
• IS YOUR SOFTWARE REALLY A GLOBAL SOLUTION?
Does your software provider take global responsibility for implementation
of the enterprise solution? Is the product compatible with legislation and
business practice everywhere in the world?
1. WHAT INDUSTRY SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS HAS SOFTWARE BEEN DESIGNED

TO SUPPORT?
• Does your software support industry-specific requirements such as
formulations, recipes, sequenced production, batch traceability and shelf life?
2. HOW DOES THE SOFTWARE SUPPORT COMPLIANCE REPORTING?
• Does your software have the functionality to support and experience from
working with customers that need to comply with standards and legislation
such as FDA, HACCP, EFSIS, BRC and REACH?

• Customization or 		
configuration
• Is the software easy to
modify
• How scalable is the 		
solution
• Is your software really
global solution
• What industry specific
requirements has the
software been designed
to support
• How does the software
support compliance 		
reporting
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CONSIDER INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT
Finally, companies are well served by looking to respected analysts who
assess the status of software providers. Of those who study enterprise
software and systems, the best known and perhaps most highly respected
is Stamford, Connecticut-based, Gartner.
Gartner’s “Magic Quadrant for Single-Instance ERP for Product-Centric
Midmarket Companies” focuses on ERP systems that support a singleinstance strategy for multi-entity midmarket and upper-midmarket companies.
Companies are evaluated on multiple aspects of two parameters (ability to
execute and completeness of vision), then mapped in an X-Y grid to create a
quadrant: niche players (low on both parameters), challengers (high on ability
to execute, low on completeness of vision), visionaries (low on ability to execute,
high on completeness of vision), and leaders (high on both parameters). Of the
10 companies evaluated, two were leaders. IFS Applications is one of the
leaders.
This is how Gartner describes IFS’s strengths:
• IFS Applications is a broad and scalable global ERP system, with 43 countries
supported in the core and 19 more with localization packs, some of them
supported by partners.
• IFS Applications is based on a modern and consistent service-oriented
architecture (SOA), which allows for modular deployments and for IFS-built
modernizations (for example, user interface, mobility, cloud enablement)
across the entire suite.
• IFS is improving its partnerships with some global SIs, such as Infosys
and Tech Mahindra, but also engaging in more regional agreements with
Accenture, Capgemini, and KPMG. Some of these companies are starting
to take more responsibility by leading entire projects, not only supplying
resources to IFS-led projects.
• After transforming its entire user interface in v.8 into one of the most
user-friendly UIs in this Magic Quadrant, IFS is undertaking further
modernizations of its already strong architecture to come closer to
Gartner's vision of a model-driven packaged application.
• IFS focuses on some core industries, mainly asset-intensive and complex
project-based manufacturing and service companies, but also builds out a
presence in process industries, such as food and beverage and chemicals.
This focus is supported by an industry-oriented service organization with
expertise highly rated by customers.

ABOUT IFS
IFS develops and delivers enterprise software for customers
around the world who manufacture and distribute goods,
maintain assets, and manage service-focused operations. The
industry expertise of our people and solutions, together with
commitment to our customers, has made us a recognized leader
and the most recommended supplier in our sector. Our team of
3,500 employees supports more than ten thousand customers
worldwide from a network of local offices and through our
growing ecosystem of partners.
For more information about IFS, visit IFSworld.com

ABOUT CORNING DATA
Corning Data has provided professional technical services for
nearly 40 years. By Partnering with world-class technology
providers such as DSI, IBM, IFS, and Oracle, we offer our
customers the world class solutions. And by employing only
senior-level talent, our customers receive support and services
from true experts.
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